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 بسم هللا الرحمن الرحيم

Review 

 Last time we were talking about  
. environmental diseases 
. environmental problems 
. the different ways and methods by which we can control this        
  environmental diseases 
. the country profile 

 

  
Today we are going to talk about 

 How humans interfere with environmental balance ?? 
. Pollution 
. Abuse of resources 
. Interfering with growth and reducing factors of environmental   
  balance   
. Simplification of ecosystems  
. Disasters ( not natural disasters but man-made disasters )    

 

 

. Pollution 
     Pollution can happen in two ways 
      . Adding new component to the system 
      . changing the concentration of the original component of the  
         system    
E.G : 
         - we now the composition of air and we are adding a new       
            materiel to air like pollens then this is sort of pollution to     
            that air   
         - Or changing the concentration of oxygen 
         

Abuse of resources 
Sources: are materials found in the system and they are for us to 
be used (fish – tree). So the problem happens when we use them 
at higher rate than the rate they can renew themselves  
. The sources in the world are three types 
    . Renewable can (continually renew themselves) e.g. Sunlight 
    . Not renewable (extremely slow in renewing themselves) ex. Oil 
    . In between (they can renew themselves at a certain speed)       
      e.g. Fish. So if we respect this speed then the source can renew 
      itself otherwise the source will disappear 
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The trees of the forests cool the 

weather and this will bring the clouds 

and increase the rain 

(cutting the trees will reduce the rain)  

 
 

Examples:- 
 .  cutting a lot of trees from Brazil forests will make this forests      
     disappear 
 . phosphate mines in Rsifeh-Jordan ( throwing the leftover on  
   Amman-Al Zarqa street) 
 . cutting trees illegally in Jordan 

 

Simplification of ecosystems 
. That’s mean make the system simpler than it is or reducing the 
biodiversity of the system. 
. Biodiversity: the variation of species in the system. 

 
So we are changing a complex system with a lot of species of trees and 
animals (healthy) to a simple one with a few kinds of species 
 (Unhealthy). The complex system is capable to survive more than the 
simple system. 

 
E.g. changing forests to farms by cutting or 
burning the trees and this will reduce the rain 
rate in the region and kill the animals too. 

 
 So the system now can’t support itself like it used to and it needs 
human help to survive (if a farmer grow tomato or any vegetable, it 
won’t survive without pesticides). Forests don’t needs pesticides cuz any 
species have natural enemies. But pesticides now are damaging the 
environment and cause a lot of problems all over the world. 

 
. Another example what happen in Africa 300 years ago:-  

     
   

 

 

 

 

Europeans came 
Convert African forests to 

farms by cutting trees  
Less rain 

The forest will not renew 

itself later 

We can meagre the pollution in any 

system by testing the biodiversity of 

that system 
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Interfering with growth and reducing factors of environmental 

balance 

. 1852 When a scientist in Australia noticed that there are no rabbits in 

the forests of Australia like in Britain so he brought 26 rabbits and he let 

them go close to his place. 100 years later these rabbits became millions 

cuz there are no natural enemies for rabbits in that area. These rabbits 

made a very big damage to the ground cuz they dig in the ground to 

make their houses and when the rain comes the soil will be 

 roaded(I think he meant drift). So one of the main reasons for 

desertification in Australia is these rabbits.  

 . In America, A scientist moved from Boston to Florida and again he 

missed the water lilies so he brought some from Boston and put it in the 

closest water supply in the area. Nowadays Florida pays more than 

20,000,000 $ pair a year trying to cut down these lilies from water ways. 

Disasters (Man-made disasters) 

Disaster: It is a large scale event that affects ether large number of           

                   creatures or wide surface area or both. 

          E.g. car crash    : not disaster 

                 Plane crash: disaster 

Examples for man-made disaster 

     . Hiroshima        . Nagasaki        . Chernobyl       . Titanic (disaster in 3D) 

     . Wars any where 

The disasters will affect the environment in two ways  

     . Direct (the environment some times are targeted by enemies) 

             E.g. the Israeli army damage the farms of the Palestinians to          

                     force them to leave their land.                       

             E.g. In Vietnam war the American burned a lot of forest to force   

                     their enemies to show themselves.    

     . Indirect  

             E.g. after Iraqi war they are talking about a lot of Uranium in         

                     many parts of Iraq (I think he meant nuclear radiation).        
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Now after finishing this introduction about environment, we will begin 

with the first topic which is:- 

Water 

. 72% of our planet is covered with water    

. 3% of it are fresh water and the rest are salty and we can’t use. 

. Desalination: converting saline water to fresh water. But it is too             

   expensive so it is not useful      

. More than 97% of the fresh water is found in places we can’t reach       

and use (north and south poles or Himalaya) 

. Approximately 0.0000003 of the water on earth humans can use if we   

  did not pollute or abuse it.   

. Another problem is that this water is not distributed evenly. 

. There are three sources of water 

       .. Rain       

       .. Surface water        

       .. Ground water (underground) 

Rain: 

Not evenly distributed and not stable so we can’t depend on it. 

. 66% of the Arab lands have rain less than 250 ml in each year and this 

amount is not useful    
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